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 u Weighing table with integrated reference and quantity scale to ensure accurate 
counting of parts with the same weight

 u Large work surface made of Polyethylen (PE)

 u Perfect as picking and inventory scale

 u Ergonomic working

 u Sturdy and durable construction

 u Adjustable feet at stationary version, transport wheels at mobile version

 u Weighing results can be printed directly onto a label

 u Optional: further processing of weighing data into existing ERP systems

 u Optional: legal for trade certification

 u Customized software solutions available

 u Customized weighing tables possible
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You can build your indivicual counting scale system by selecting different platforms from our range 
and combine these with our powerful counting indicator MCI for fast and precise counting.
Fast - Accurate - Noiseless.

Reference scale

For documentation of amount and 
weights just connect a printer 
to the RS 232 interface.

If connected to a Windows PC (own or 
delivered) the software visualizes the 
number of pieces and the weight.

For precise calculation of 
the reference weight (for 
example the weighing 
platform WP).

Exact calculation of the total 
amount of the objects to be 
counted (for example, with 
the platform TP).

Bulk scale

Barcode reader can be 
used in combination with
a Windows PC.

Artikel-Nr.  123456
Sollmenge 2500
Stückgewicht  2,346 g

Optional:
adjustable
height

The three-part display
(Number/pieces weight/
total weight) provides 
a good overview.

Stationary or mobile

Integrated three-color signal light 
with LED technology and 
high contrast as a signal transmitter
for weight and piece control.

Workstation with weighing Indicator MCI-T. The data determined 
as weight, amount, date, Alibi number or part number (if scan-
ned ) can be transferred to a printer, PC or a higher-level ERP 
system. The BOSCHE weighing table consists of a reference 

scale for precise calculation of the weight of a single piece and 
a bulk scale to calculate the total amount of objects. These two 
scales are connected to the powerful counting indicator MCI-T. 
This makes it an easy to use and fast counting system.

Weighing table with counting scale system


